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About Focus SB
Focus SB is a British company that has been dedicated to manufacturing 

electrical accessories of unparalleled quality for over 30 years. Quality 

components, quality inserts and quality materials all brought together in a range 

of designs suitable for stylish homes and commercial interiors of distinction. 

Manufactured in Sussex, every plate is hand finished by our skilled crafts people 

to ensure a product that is functional, beautiful and made to last a lifetime.

The ranges are designed to complement elegant period properties through to 

the most contemporary and design led interiors. The comprehensive options, 

materials and finishes are ideally suited to the aesthetic demands of architects 

and interior designers along with the technical requirements and support to 

make installation straight forward for electrical contractors.

Bespoke Service
All our ranges have very extensive plate options, but for specific special 

requirements we offer a bespoke service. We can design and manufacture 

plates for every conceivable application to match the standard plates. This 

is a unique service enabling you to realise the most exacting of customer 

requirements.

Finishes
We have a comprehensive range of stunning standard finishes for you to choose 

from, alternatively we can create Bespoke finishes to suit your needs.

         

www.focus-sb.co.uk

• Free delivery to mainland UK
• No gaskets required 
• No long lead times
• No minimum order charge
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Audio Visual Accessories

Made to measure electrical accessories how you want them, when you 

want them. Or in-house design and engineering division are experts in 

tool design and manufacture. From initial design and manufacture of 

prototypes, to short run or mass production, we can help.

No long lead time or minimum order charge.
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Our Bespoke service enables you to have Audio Visual accessories 

how you need them. We have the ability to produce many different 

combination plates to meet your specific requirements.

Choose from our range of stunning styles and finishes to match in 

with your standard plates.

Our Bespoke service enables you to have Audio Visual accessories 

how you need them. We have the ability to produce many different 

combination plates to meet your specific requirements.

Choose from our range of stunning styles and finishes to match in 

Bespoke Service



We supply bespoke electrical accessories to many top hotels the 

world over. Tailor-make your accessories to suit the layout of your 

hotel rooms and the needs of your guests.

We can manufacture exactly the accessories you want, including 

American and European sockets all finished to the highest standards. 

Some of the hotels we have worked with include:
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Hotel Accessories

Carlton Tower

Corinthia

Churchill

Intercontinental Hyde Park

Royal Garden

Royal Lancaster

St Pancras Renaissance



Card Switches

Card Switch 1
A double (reinforced) insulated switch

suitable for high inrush currents experienced

in lighting circuits.

• 21 amps resistive - 8 amps inductive (2HP   

 motor) - 5 amps lamp load - minimum 100ma

• Switches tested to BS EN 61058 which   

 requires the following overload performance: 

 50 Cycles @ 72 amps (250 VAC - cosphi 0,5)

• Where frequent high loadings are likely to be  

 experienced a double switch configuration

 can be specified for extended life

 

Primed White

The Primed White finish is designed to be painted to help the 

plate merge with the interior colour scheme. Ideally suited 

to walls using flat colour or paint effects, special finishes, 

polishes or specialist paints. Primed white is a standard finish 

on the Ambassador and Morpheus ranges and is available 

across most of our other ranges as a special order. We can 

also spray plates to match any RAL and BS colour.
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Card Switch 1
A double (reinforced) insulated switch

suitable for high inrush currents experienced

in lighting circuits.

• 21 amps resistive - 8 amps inductive (2HP   

Card Switch 2
A low power switch designed for high

reliability and extended life.

• Switch rating 5amps resistive

• Mainly designed for use with contactors (relays)

Seek light included to aid location in low light 

conditions (requires a neutral connection). 

Switch supplied as standard in “normally

open” configuration however “normally 

closed” is available on request where it is 

required to eliminate contactor coil hum.

Available in a

range of finishes.



Adam Lux Frame

The Adam lux frame design is available in a French gilt finish and 

incorporates a leaf design. Lux Frame ranges feature a two-piece 

plate combination that can incorporate split finishes to special order, 

creating a stunning visual effect. Manufactured to offer unrivalled 

quality, this decorative range includes metal rockers with white or 

black trim. 
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Designer ranges

With Wandsworth inserts

The following pages feature our high class Designer ranges, 

all feature the highest quality British made Wandsworth inserts 

for exceptional reliability (with the exception of the Horizon, 

Elizabethan and Titan ranges).

Wandsworth have been manufacturing electrical wiring 

accessories for over 100 years and have a reputation for 

uncompromising quality, design, innovation and superior finish.

From Prism Clear Acrylic to Morpheus screwless shown above, 

these ranges will give designers, architects and specifiers a 

large palette of styles and finishes to work from together with a 

top of the range product that will last and last.
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Ambassador

Our most popular flat plate, the superior quality Ambassador

range has been designed to suit both traditional and

contemporary interiors. 

Available in a wide range of stunning finishes.

Ambassador
Square Corners

As well as the extensive range of finishes and various switch styles 

available with the Ambassador range, specifiers can also choose 

between rounded corners (previous page) or square corners for a 

sharper look, as shown here.



Deckle Edge Dorchester
Lux Frame

Traditional with a contemporary twist, the new Deckle Edge range 

from Focus SB boasts a stylish slate finish with hammered edges for 

a unique look, ideal for old style interiors.

The Dorchester range is pure indulgence. This luxury product offers 

superb styling with versatility, enabling you to choose contrasting 

finishes for the frame and inner plate as shown above. Perfect for 

both modern or traditional interiors.
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The Dorchester range is pure indulgence. This luxury product offers 

superb styling with versatility, enabling you to choose contrasting 

finishes for the frame and inner plate as shown above. Perfect for 

both modern or traditional interiors.



Elizabethan Georgian

The Elizabethan range has an attractive wrought iron effect in semi 

matt black finish with matching black Crabtree inserts. 

The plates are produced from hammered brass material and 

finished in a durable low bake black acrylic paint. Ideal for period 

properties.

The decorative Georgian rope design mostly includes Wandsworth 

series 2 grid fix inserts. All plates are lacquered to maintain plate 

durability and finish, this high specification range will add a touch of 

luxury to traditional style interiors.
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Horizon Horizon
Square Corners

The Horizon range with Crabtree inserts features a contemporary 

styled flat plate to suit modern interiors. Available in a variety of 

materials and finishes, Horizon is a favourite amongst specifiers.  

The Horizon range also has Allen Key fixings for a unique look with 

the benefit of a secure attachment.

The Horizon Square Corners range features all the stylish qualities 

of the Horizon range but with squarer corners for a sharper look.
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Jacobean Kensington
Lux Frame

The Jacobean range is a unique wooden design manufactured 

from solid oak to create a high quality and natural looking product. 

Available in a choice of natural, light, medium or dark oak with 

white or black trim.

All wood used in the Jacobean range is sourced from managed 

forests in North America and Europe.

Timeless elegance, the Kensington range with a rope plate design 

has been designed to offer unrivalled quality.

This luxury range features a two-piece plate combination for 

contrasting finishes if required.
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Morpheus 
Screwless

Mayfair
Lux Frame

The Mayfair Lux Frame range, as its name suggests, is a high end 

product offering timeless elegance and style. Manufactured to the 

highest standards, Mayfair can incorporate split finishes within its 

luxury beaded frame design. 

For the sleekest of finishes, choose the Morpheus screwless range 

featuring a new slim line plate.

Produced to the highest standards, Morpheus is a stylish, discrete 

solution designed to suit the very finest environments.

Must be fitted on good flat walls.
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Prism
Clear Acrylic

Prism II
Screwless Clear Acrylic

 

Why hide your wallpaper?

For a truly discrete wiring accessory solution, choose the Prism 

Clear Acrylic range which allows your chosen wall covering

to shine through by use of a template.

An innovative solution for modern wiring installations.
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The Prism II range brings you all the unique features of the Prism 

range but is screwless for those looking for an even sleeker look.



Regency New Sheraton

The decorative beaded Regency range is a stylish addition to any 

period property.

Featuring metal rockers and a lacquered finish to maintain durability 

and reliability, this top quality range will last for years to come.

The New Sheraton range offers the market a high quality and 

attractive stepped plate design.

Its simple design will complement most types of interiors.
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Titan True Edge

As its name suggests, the Titan range offers a robust yet stylish 

solution with Allen Key fixings for a strong, secure attachment and 

Crabtree inserts for easy installation.

Produced with the highest quality craftsmanship and materials, 

Titan’s slim, sleek design will enhance any environment.

Give your project the edge.

The True Edge range is as sharp as they come. Its up-to-the-minute 

styling will harmonise with today’s modern interior spaces, including 

the distinctive Allen Key fixings. 
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Victorian

Simple and understated, Victorian is equally at home in a city 

apartment or a period manor house.

Featuring a rounded raised plate design, this comprehensive range 

has been developed to address most installation requirements.

Contractor ranges

With Crabtree inserts

If you’re looking for style at a competitive price, choose 

from our contractor ranges with Crabtree inserts renowned 

for their outstanding quality and excellent value for money.

Designed specifically with the contractor in mind, the 

Cheltenham, New Lincoln, Newbury and Worcester ranges 

are all manufactured to the highest standards in our

Sussex factory.
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Cheltenham

This attractive roped edge range is designed to suit traditional 

interiors. Manfactured to the highest standards, Cheltenham is a cost 

effective solution for older style interiors.

New Lincoln

New Lincoln is a timeless stepped plate design for those looking 

for a stylish range within a budget. A classic design that will 

complement most interiors, New Lincoln will bring a touch of class 

to your interior.
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Newbury

Simplicity is key with the Newbury range. Its understated design will 

complement both modern and traditional interiors and with Crabtree 

inserts, it is a flexible, cost effective choice. 

Choose from our range of stunning finishes to suit your interior.

Worcester

The beaded Worcester range is designed to complement period 

interiors.

Choose from our range of stunning finishes to create the look that’s 

right for your project.
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HAL
Lighting and Building Control

Wise Controls
Wireless Garden Solutions

Control lighting easily and simply from one control plate or

remote control with the HAL home automated lighting and building 

control system.

With simple to use controls, HAL can be used to centrally control 

lighting, electronic blinds, curtains, shutters, gates, roof lights, 

television projector screens and more.

The Wise Controls wireless system can be quickly and simply installed 

to any indoor or outdoor environment, giving you the freedom to control 

lighting and switched circuits by remote control. Suitable for commercial or 

domestic use, once programmed, wireless radio switches can be placed in 

any position throughout the home as no cables are needed between the 

Wise receivers and the switches. The Wise system can even be set with a 

time clock switch to turn devices on when the home is empty. 
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Control lighting easily and simply from one control plate or

remote control with the HAL home automated lighting and building 

control system.

With simple to use controls, HAL can be used to centrally control 

lighting, electronic blinds, curtains, shutters, gates, roof lights, 

television projector screens and more.



Control Plate Covers Custom Made Wallboxes
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Focus SB can produce custom made cover plates for some of 

the electronic control systems from Lutron, Teleadapt, Wise and 

other systems suppliers. 

Working with designers, specifiers, architects or contractors we 

can match finishes to existing or manufacture electronic control 

plates in styles to match our extensive range in all finishes.

• Manufactured to fit systems from control system

 suppliers such as Lutron, Teleadapt, Wise and

 other systems suppliers 

• Can be produced to match existing electrical plates

Custom design Wise Lutron

Lutron

Tele Adapt

Lutron

Galaxy Keypad

Lutron

Skylight

Control 4 iLight

Bespoke electrical accessories do not have to be confined to the size of 

“standard” wall boxes.

Focus SB can produce custom designed wall boxes in any size to suit the 

application you require, from one off runs to large volumes, we have the 

ability to meet your requirements, providing a complete solution to the 

bespoke accessories installation.

Custom Made Wallboxes



Bespoke Service

Available on all ranges

Colours and finishes may vary due to printing processes. Designed by www.design-matters.co.uk

E L E C T R I C A L  A C C E S S O R I E S

 Tel: 01424 858060  www.focus-sb.co.uk

No long lead times    No minimum order    Complete bespoke service

Free delivery to mainland UK    Find us on Facebook and Twitter @FocusSB

Napier Road  Castleham Industrial Estate  St Leonards-on-Sea  East Sussex  TN38 9NY




